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4 Shared Security：Chinese Perspectives on Non—traditional Security

Yu Xiaofeng

35 Reconceptualizing State Responsibilities：Human Security

Protection，Conflicts and Governance

He Changchui and Xuan Li

[Abstract]Different from traditional national security perspective．human security
iS an essential component of non—traditional security．Human security iS influenced
by multi—dimensional factors．Human security will be threatened if one or more of

these dimensional factors get twisted．Such threats．once accumulated to a certain

level．may trigger a conflict．While some factors may have a low correlation with the

conflict．some other factors may have a multiplying effect in triggering the conflict．
Further，the conflict may be triggered by a single factor；it may also be triggered
by multiple factors．Poor governance may leffd to escalation of conflicts．Deep
understanding of the triggering effect and correlation with conflicts iS essential to

address the root causes of conflicts and manage conflicts effectively．Concepts of
human security,state responsibility of protectioia and neo．interventioriism have been
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63 Human Development and Human Dignity：Rethinking the Concept

of Human Security

CUI Shunji

[Abstract]The emergence of human security concept has led to a serious
reconsideration of the concept and the provision of security．However，some false
ideas have also emerged along many debates．One of these is to take the‘freedom
from fear’’and the‘freedom from want”．the two crucial elements of human

78 Capitalism and the Emergent World 0rder

Barry Buzan Georfle Lawson

[Abstract]The two centuries old hegemony of the West iS coming to an end．The
“revolutions of modemity”that fuelled the rise of the West are now accessible to all
states．As a result，the power gap that developed during the nineteenth century and
which served as the foundation for a core—periphery intemational order iS closing．The
result iS a shift from a world of“centred globalism”to one of“decentred globalism”．
At the same time as power iS becoming more difluse．the degree of ideological
difference among the leading powers is shrinking．Indeed，because all great powers in

the contemporary world are in some form capitalist．the ideological bandwidth of the
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101 Constructing and Conceptualizing“Interdependent Hegemony’’in

an Era of the Rise of the“Second、Vorld”and BRICS

Li Xing and 0scar Garcia Agustin

[Abstract]The paper aims to provide a framework of understanding the global
impact of the rise of the Second Wbrid(emerging powers。such as BRICS)brought
about by globalization and the transformation of international relations and

intemational political economy．It takes the point of departure from one of Gramsci’S

key conceptual categories and analytical apparatus，e．g．hegemony，to explore to

which extent the upsurge of the emerging powers has reshaped the terrain and

parameters of social．economic and political relations both at national and global
levels．and has exerted pressure on the exiting International order in terms of both

opportunities and constraints．It examines the dialectical nexus between the role of

the emergmg powers as a counter-hegemonlc，SOClO-economlC and SOClO-pOntlCal

force and as a new alternative hegemonic order．Based on an analytical approach
which combines neo—Gramscian hegemony theories with the critical post-hegemony
theories．it concludes that in an era of global capitalism it iS impossible for the

emergmg powers to establish an alternative lndependent hegemony；rather,the world

will witness a new era of“interdependent hegemony”．with both the First W6rid and
the Second Worid intertwined in a constant process of shaping and reshaping the

international order in the nexus of national interest，regional orientation，common
political agenda，political alliance and potential conflicts．
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【Authors】Li Xing，Professor，Director of the Research Center on Development
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Culture and Global Studies，Aalborg，Denmark．
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[Abstract]A concert of great powers is a multilateral security regime through
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